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GLIMPSES OF PARADISE – THE QUEST FOR THE 

BEAUTIFUL PARRAKEET 

By Penny Olsen
2007. Published by National Library of Australia, Canberra.
270 pp., many colour and black and white illustrations.
Paperback, $A34.95, ISBN 978-0-642-27652-0.

Having just reviewed Brian Garfield’s excellent but depressing 
The Meinertzhagen Mystery: The Life and Legend of a Colossal 
Fraud, I found Glimpses of Paradise to be another excruciating 
indictment of white man’s relationship with the natural environ-
ment. After absorbing the details in her masterful book, we can 
only agree with Penny Olsen’s conclusion that the Paradise 
Parrot (Psephotus pulcherrimus; PP hereafter) is extinct, that it 
has been since the late 1920s, and that all reports of the charm-
ing little parrot since then have been invented (whether con-
sciously or otherwise) by forgers, congenital liars, selfish 
egotists, traffickers and smugglers, or by people who just cannot 
correctly use a field-guide (however as-plain-as-your-face it 
might be). As Penny says, ‘so many scams and dead ends do not 
add up to a still living species’. 

The saddest part is that so many of the characters that were 
associated with the PP when it did exist should have known 
better. Alec Chisholm spent many years insisting the parrot was 
‘his’ bird, that he was going to save it from extinction, that he 
knew where it lived (even up to 30 years after the last bird had 
been sighted), and that no-one else’s opinion mattered. He is not 
forgiven for so much talk, so little action, and for so overstating 
his role. After having read many of his letters in the Mitchell 
Library, I can only concur with Penny’s distaste for the ‘quarrel-
some’ journalist. Florence Irby, looking fearsome in woollen 
stockings on page 168, misidentified birds as being PP for many 
years. There is no apparent explanation for this, nor for the 
1990s‘ ‘sightings’ claimed by farmer’s boy Chris Kiernan, which 
led to several extensive, expensive and useless searches. Worst of 
all was the smuggler Joe Mattinson, whose ‘amazing violet eyes’ 
would mist over while he recounted yet another tall tale about the 
invisible PP which he had bred in captivity, but which had con-
veniently died in storms, fires or other tragic circumstances. 

We at last meet a truly decent cove: Cyril Jerrard of 
Blackdown Station, the only person who can be proved to have 
photographed the PP alive, and whose meticulous unpublished 
notes and observations are made available on the National 
Library of Australia’s website – how useful, interesting and 
important they are, too. Jerrard became very fond of his ornith-
ological friends, with their ‘very intense little personality under 
the beautiful exterior’. There is also a nod to the indefatigable 
and unassuming William Rae McLennan, who obtained 
Golden-shouldered Parrots after they had been presumed 
extinct, and contributed to knowledge of the PP with his careful 
notes on how moth larvae cleaned the nests of this other ant-hill 
parrot, timing their life-cycle to exactly complement that of the 
birds. They even cleaned the feet and feathers of the chicks. 

How infuriating it is that so many PP were collected for the 
aviculturalists of the world, only for most to die within weeks. 
The failure to establish breeding populations in captivity was 
compounded by young males often being mistaken for females, 
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and for the fact that it was only a few people who realised that 
PP would try to burrow into walls as an alternative to nesting in 
termite mounds. The parrot’s future in captivity was not helped 
by over-excitability: one male introduced to a new female 
started frantically to display to her, fell off his perch and died. 
Penny has also very carefully researched all known PP eggs 
extant in collections, with the conclusion that the Guyatt eggs of 
1967, from Glendower Station, are too large to be from PP. She 
is also sure that all correctly identified clutches were collected 
from termite mounds, and that reports that the PP nested in trees 
or riverbanks are mistaken or invented. The fact that the birds 
seemed to nest in the same termite mound year after year prob-
ably contributed to their downfall. 

The book is full of wonderful illustrations, some arriving out 
of left field, such as a great old photograph from about 1894 of 
an ox-cart crossing the Comet River. We are shocked to realise 
the genteel image of Edwardians playing tennis in their Sunday 
best had come at the expense of numerous termite mounds which 
had been ground up for the court’s hard core. Squatters’ homes 
often had floors and fireplaces made from the same material. 
How many eggs of the PP went into the mix? Two striking oil 
paintings of PP by Tony Pridham have also been reproduced in 
the book. In one, a bright and jaunty pair is perching on their 
termite mound nest site, peering towards the entrance hole of 
their nest, perhaps getting ready to lay another year’s eggs. This 
image is reproduced again on the cover, but here the female is 
fading eloquently into extinction; on the title page the male too 
becomes a sad shadow of its former self. In the other Pridham 
painting, where the pair are about to drink from a puddle left in 
a hoofprint, we are aghast to find out that not only was this left 
by one of the multitudinous domestic animals whose overgrazing 
so contributed to the parrots’ downfall, but that these puddles 
were often poisoned by farmers as a way of killing rabbits. 
Another artistic treat: Penny has persuaded the venerable artist 
William Cooper to paint a new plate just for this book. 

The story continues on its downward spiral: almost certainly 
the PP had its own attendant species of house-cleaning moth, as 
do the two surviving species of ant-hill parrot. The conclusion 
therefore is that there were two, not one, extinctions, and the 
details of the moth we shall never know. The story of these two 
extinctions is joined by the demise of the Waga-Waga, the 
indigenous people who inhabited the Darling Downs before 
Europeans arrived, and who had sustained the right ecological 
conditions for the PP by their systematic use of burning grass. 
Drought, settlement, overgrazing, cats, collecting and the 
destruction of nesting mounds must have finished the bird off. 

Having been for many years the naturalist John Gilbert’s 
greatest fan, I had particular interest in Chapter 2, which details 
the earliest specimens of the PP. Ian McAllan’s dogged research 
on an apparently illegible Gilbert manuscript in the Mitchell 
Library in Sydney revealed the crucial information that a PP 
now in National Museums Liverpool (NML) in the UK, must be 
the first ever collected. John Gilbert obtained this bird on the 
Condamine River between Tummaville and Yandilla on 17 May 
1844. NML’s Lord Derby Collection D.789a is now so festooned 
with labels denoting its importance that it has had to be strength-
ened with a dowling rod (see page 16). 
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What is also important is whether there are any PP speci-
mens from the Leichhardt Expedition, which Gilbert joined in 
September 1844. His written observations of PP continued from 
the Darling Downs northwards, through what is now 
Queensland, until the party had reached the Comet River area, 
and in most cases these represent the only known records. What 
would we give for a confirmatory specimen or two! Detective 
work reveals that John Gould sent the 13th Earl of Derby two PP 
in July 1845 (see Gould’s letter to Lord Derby dated 10 July 
1845, now in Liverpool City Libraries, UK). These must have 
been the two Gilbert specimens from the Darling Downs, col-
lected in May and July 1844, still in the Lord Derby Collection 
(now both in NML). Gould sent Lord Derby another specimen 
in September 1846, which was amongst a consignment of 
Gilbert’s birds collected during the Leichhardt Expedition (see 
Gould’s letter to Lord Derby dated 9 September 1846, now in 
the Natural History Museum, London). However, only Gilbert’s 
two Darling Downs specimens survive in NML today. Where is 
the Leichhardt Expedition specimen? There are three PP speci-
mens listed in Lord Derby’s stockbooks, but the third is a speci-
men from ‘New Zealand’ obtained from the dealer Williams in 
December 1845. Did Lord Derby decline to buy Gould’s third 
specimen? Did he give it to someone else? Will it turn up in 
another collection one day? Penny Olsen’s meticulous survey of 
museum collections makes this unlikely – although we can take 
heart from the fact that her work did bring to light a third Gilbert 
specimen from the Darling Downs, collected in July 1844 and 
now in the possession of Harvard University. 

A clue to the possible whereabouts of a PP specimen from 
the Leichhardt Expedition is found within a statement made by 
Meyer de Schauensee in his 1957 paper ‘On some avian types, 
principally Gould’s, in the collection of the Academy’ 
(Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of 
Philadelphia, volume cix: 171). He wrote incorrectly that the PP 
had been first discovered by Gilbert at Kents’ Lagoon on 
20 October 1844, when the Leichhardt Expedition was some-
what north-west of Jimbour House. De Schauensee probably got 
this locality and date information from the bottom of the stand 
on which one of the ANSP Gould Collection PP specimens 
stood – in those days the birds from this collection were 
mounted. However, infuriatingly, not only had all the original 
labels been taken off the cabinet skins of Gould’s Australian col-
lection in 1847, while they were being converted to mounted 
specimens (with at least some of the data being scribbled on the 
underneath of the stands), but in the 20th century the mounts 
were reduced back to skins and the stands thrown away. Only 
guesswork remains, and we do not now know which of the 
ANSP specimens had these data. Penny thinks perhaps this was 
the third PP sent by John Gould to Lord Derby, and he had sent 
it back to Gould to replace one that had been stolen from 
Gould’s house in London in 1845 – but then Gould had sent it to 
Lord Derby in 1846. Incidentally – as regards the photographs 
of the ANSP specimens of PP – of the four females in the 
photograph on page 20, the left-hand one (ANSP 22911) is 
probably not a Gilbert specimen, but the two middle one are. 

A few slips: Gilbert did not come back to London in 1840 
with John Gould, but blagged his way instead to Port Essington, 
on the Cobourg Peninsula of the north coast, where he discov-
ered a huge number of new Australian bird species. ‘Guilford’ 

should be Guildford. John Gould’s father was a gardener at 
Windsor Castle, not Stokehill Villa, in 1817. The Earls of Derby 
are not the Earls of Knowsley but live in a rather nice Hall 
bearing that name, and the 13th Earl of Derby did have success 
in breeding birds, most notably being the first person to breed 
the rare Néné, or Sandwich Island Goose, in captivity. His 
aviaries at Knowsley were also the venue for the first 
Budgerigars to be bred in Britain, in 1848. The Academy of 
Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, not the American Museum of 
Natural History in New York, purchased Gould’s Australian col-
lection in 1847 (caption on page 21), and this sale did not 
include any eggs (page 34). 

None of these detract from a masterful monograph, however. 
This is an essential book for any library, private or public, and for 
anyone with an interest in how not to save a species from extinc-
tion. Read it with great regret. As Cyril Jerrard put it in 1924: 
‘Directly by our avarice and thoughtlessness, and indirectly by 
our disturbance of the balance so nicely preserved by nature, we 
are undoubtedly accountable for the tragedy of this bird’. 

Clemency Fisher 
National Museums Liverpool 

BOWERBIRDS: NATURE, ART & HISTORY 

By Clifford B. Frith and Dawn W. Frith 
2008. Published by Frith&Frith, Malanda. 304 pp., 270 colour 
and 50 monochrome illustrations. Hardback, $A79.95, ISBN 
9781876473631. 

Claims about the special nature of particular bird taxa are com-
monplace, and are generally understood as being highly per-
sonal and therefore acceptably nuanced. For the bowerbirds, 
however, Clifford and Dawn Frith get straight to the point: ‘the 
most remarkable, amazing and even, incredible of all birds on 
earth’. It’s a claim that they then proceed to substantiate with 
extraordinary descriptions, photographs, anecdotes and the fruit 
of literally years of direct observations. This is far more than a 
book that simply gathers together the published information on 
a group of birds: most of the endless facts presented here are 
literally the outcome of a lifetime of scientific devotion and 
dedication by the authors themselves. 

The bowerbirds are a group of 20 moderately sized songbirds 
with largely unremarkable physiognomy but almost unbeliev-
able behaviour, most notably the construction by males of elab-
orate structures entirely for attracting females. Although 
building the familiar avenue bower might appear to be defining, 
in fact, six species within the family build vertical structures 
known as ‘maypoles’ while one (the Tooth-billed) has dispensed 
with such structures and displays on a bare ‘court’ decorated 
with large leaves. All of these species are polygynous. The three 
catbird species, in contrast, are monogamous, with little evi-
dence of the clear imprint of sexual selection. 

Given this diversity of mating systems and behaviours, it is 
hardly surprising that the family has been the focus of attention 
from behavioural ecologists and evolutionary scientists from 
around the world. While such work has unquestionably been 
international in scope, it is also fair to state that most attention 
has been focussed on a small number of the more accessible 
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species (especially the Satin Bowerbird), and that, with a few 
exceptions, studies have been typically brief and intensive. 
Unlike most researchers, however, Clifford and Dawn Frith have 
been able to live among their subjects for extended periods of 
time, in some cases decades. It has been these circumstances, 
especially, that have enabled them to gain such invaluable 
insights into such a large proportion of the bowerbird species. 

The bowerbirds are quintessentially Austro-Gondwanan in 
range, being confined to Australia and New Guinea. The various 
species occur through this region and the Friths have been able 
to study most to some extent, often living rough for months in 
the jungle. However, by far the bulk of their many detailed 
studies have emanated from long-term residences in the high-
lands of north Queensland, first at Paluma north of Townsville 
and later on the Atherton Tablelands. 

It is, I believe, important to convey something of these per-
sonal circumstances because, in this context, this book is in 
many ways more reminiscent of the works of the major 19th 
Century European naturalists than it is of modern ornitholo-
gists. Being self-funded and enviously independent of most of 
the constraints of present-day science – and being incredibly 
autonomous and self-motivated – Clifford and Dawn Frith have 
been able to work away at their ambitious projects, free from the 
vagaries of university funding and government research priori-
ties. They have produced world-standard scientific research, 
much of which has appeared in the best ornithological journals 
including, of course, Emu. The Friths have collated their vast 
body of work for a scholarly audience in The Bowerbirds – 
Ptilonorhynchidae (2004), one of Oxford’s celebrated but short-
lived Bird Families of the World Series. 

The present book, however, is not simply a collection of 
journal articles and scientific facts. Indeed, its thoroughly inde-
pendent credentials extend well beyond the way the research 
was conducted, to the fact that it was self published and distri-
buted. This has resulted in a book that is far more a ‘labour of 
love’ than most; certainly it is almost impossible to imagine a 
book of this scale with this much photographic material even 
being published by a commercial publisher, or at least for an 
affordable price. The 304 pages are illustrated by almost 200 full 
colour photographs (almost all taken by Clifford), many full-
page and several double-page in size. In addition, there are 
dozens of black and white reproductions of significant people 
and artefacts, as well as a large number of high quality repro-
ductions of species from key historical monographs. 
Fascinatingly, while they also provide an abundance of their own 
colour images, the Friths have chosen to open each species 
account with a full-page painting from the works of celebrated 
figures such as Gould (1869, The Birds of Australia, 
Supplement, the author, London) and Sharpe (Monograph of the 
Paradisaeidae or Birds of Paradise and Ptilonorhynchidae, or 
Bower-birds, Sotheran, London, 1891–98). 

One of the distinctive impressions of this astonishingly 
detailed volume is the sense of the flow of ornithological 
history. At every step, we are reminded of the people who made 
the discoveries, procured the skins and produced the paintings. 
I learned of the considerable (and sometimes lamentable) influ-
ence of people such as Baron Von Rosenberg, Sir William 
Macgregor, ‘Jock’ Marshall and, more recently, Tom Gilliard, 
Ernst Mayr and Jared Diamond. It was a reminder of how easily 

the process of scientific progress is forgotten, and how interest-
ing the history itself can actually be. Again, this historical 
breadth and depth is not usual for a modern book, but here is 
refreshing and illuminating. 

There are, however, some predictable pitfalls with taking the 
self-publishing approach, especially with a work of such detail 
and complexity. One is the possibility of idiosyncrasy, where 
personal passions or views may not be shared by the reader. This 
is unlikely here, as the typical buyer will probably rejoice at the 
unexpected level of ornithological minutiae and the inclusion of 
seemingly minor scientific anecdotes: I certainly did. But 
quality control can be an issue as well and while the attention to 
the visual design of the book has been clearly obsessive, there 
are simply too many – all trivial – typos throughout. This is 
slightly disappointing, undermining just slightly the overall 
impression of profound quality. 

Given that publishing pressures are entirely pushing toward 
shorter, smaller, simpler and cheaper books, the advent of Bower-
birds is a quiet yet revolutionary reminder of a different era. 
Ornithologists should be extremely grateful to discover there are 
still some people out there who remember why birdos buy books. 

Darryl Jones 
Brisbane, Queensland 

MANAGING BIRD DAMAGE TO FRUIT AND OTHER 

HORTICULTURAL CROPS 

By John Tracey, Mary Bomford, Quentin Hart, Glen Saunders
and Ron Sinclair
2007. Published by Bureau of Rural Sciences, Canberra.
268 pp., 82 colour plates, Paperback, ISBN 0-9750443-7-0.
Copies of this book are free and available from
http://affashop.gov.au/product.asp?prodid=13796.

With an estimated total damage to horticultural production in 
Australia of $300 million annually, there is a need for effective 
pest bird management for practicing land managers, extension 
officers, scientists and horticulturalists. Written as guidelines, 
this book promotes a strategic approach to pest bird manage-
ment, where outcomes must be evaluated and underpinned by 
objective decision-making processes. This text is part of a series 
of pest management guidelines prepared by the Bureau of Rural 
Sciences through its administration of the National Feral 
Animal Control program. 

The book is written in two sections. The first section outlines 
the principles supporting a more strategic approach to pest bird 
management. The second section provides factsheets specifi-
cally written for horticulturalists. 

The first section of this book, Part A: General Principles, is 
a series of nine chapters outlining the development of effective 
management plans; types and costs of damage; diversity of tech-
niques to measure and monitor damage; assessment of control 
techniques; economic principles informing decision-making 
processes; appropriate legislation; social and environment 
factors influencing management options; the importance of 
extension as complementary to the management process; and 
finally nine case studies. These case studies were written as 
practical examples for a diversity of species (mynas, starlings, 
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cockatoos, parrots and rosellas), crops (cherries, peanuts, 
boysenberries, apples, pears, nashi fruit, wine grapes, stone 
fruits), locations and techniques. 

The second section of the book, Part B: Factsheets for 
Growers, provides notes on 15 native species and the Corvidae 
and on four introduced pest birds. Information is provided on 
each species’ distribution, field identification, voice, habitat, 
movements, foods and feeding behaviour, breeding, damage and 
protection status. The subsequent Factsheets: Managing the 
Impacts of Birds in Horticulture outlines the practices required 
for effective pest bird management. The emphasis promoted is 
for managers to be strategic in their approach, which requires 
clarity when defining the problem; estimating the level of 
damage; considering the appropriate constraints; applying inte-
grated control measures; and importantly, the necessity to 
monitor and evaluate outcomes. 

The section, Bird Management Plans, provides a checklist for 
growers wishing to develop an effective management strategy 
and the Sample Bird Management Plan is for a hypothetical 
SouthAustralian 25-ha grape-growing property.The final section 
of the book, Part C:Appendices and Sources, provides web-based 
sources for relevant state and territory agencies; the advantages 
of appropriate sampling regimes; a list of natives plants that 
attract birds; the roles of government agencies and legislation 
relating to bird management and destruction of native birds; a list 
of chemicals available for bird control; and scientific names of 
birds mentioned in the text. There is a Glossary and Index. 

Writing for such a diverse audience is difficult. 
Nevertheless, the authors achieved the balance of providing 
information relating to various management options (e.g. bird 
ecology, diversity of control measures) and the theory under-
pinning pest bird management. Of great value is the extensive 
review of the wealth of information relating to pest bird man-
agement, which has been skilfully presented with the judicious 
use of sub-headings and formatting of text. The text is clearly 
presented with excellent tables and high quality plates demon-
strating complex concepts. Referencing throughout Part A: 
General Principles is extensive and appropriate to the aims of 
the book with extensive examples of further reading and sources 
of information in Part B: Factsheets for Growers. 

Book reviews 

The Factsheets: Managing the Impacts of Birds in Horti-
culture is particularly useful as it provides a summary of much 
of the information provided in Part A. It might have been valu-
able to provide this section earlier and prior to the factsheets on 
pest birds. It might also have been desirable to reduce the quan-
tity of information on each of the species as this information is 
available in other texts. 

Bird Management Plans collates all the ideas presented in 
the text. The management plan checklist is a useful schema for 
growers wishing to develop a pest management plan based on 
objective management. The Sample Bird Management Plan is 
excessively detailed and might confuse some growers as to the 
purpose of a management plan and, as an example, might create 
resistance amongst growers to writing such a plan. 

The chapter Economic decision-making, although essential 
to strategic pest management, is complex and might be difficult 
to apply in a management context. The intricacies of the eco-
nomic examples provided demonstrates the difficulties for 
growers wishing to employ management decisions based on 
economic models. It was noted that there was a lack of eco-
nomic modelling of damage and control costs in some of the 
case studies provided (see Chapter 9: Case Studies). 

It is questionable as to why some appendices were included. 
Appendix B: Random and Systematic Sampling is too brief to be 
useful for readers not acquainted with the practicalities of sam-
pling theories. Appendix C: Some Native Plants that Attract 
Birds is available in a number of other resources and seems 
superfluous to the content of this book. 

In summary, the authors should be congratulated on provid-
ing a useful, well researched, resource for professionals 
involved in pest bird management and practicing horticultural-
ists. These guidelines provide both answers and directions for 
researchers and horticulturalists wishing to make effective 
management decisions in the field. It is hoped that this text will 
provide the necessary knowledge to encourage a shift in the 
field from a dominance of lethal control to an approach that is 
more scientific, knowledge-based, focussed and strategic. 

Barry Kentish 
University of Ballarat 
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